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A range of tables with folded legs like a delicate origami. An element skillfully assembled by a light folded
aluminum foil and an internal part composed by aluminum and polyurethane inserts to give stability. The
square or rectangular tops are available in glass, the support structure is either shiny aluminum or glossy
lacquered. Diamond won the Red dot design award Best of the best in 2005.
Ongoing research and experimentation with innovative and characterful materials, to integrate products
already in the collection with this year’s new additions, leads to expanding the versions of Patricia Urquiola’s
Diamond, now also with the frame in the new copper finish and marble tops, such as the new Sahara Noir.
Red dot design award
Best of the best 2005: Diamond
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FINISHES
STRUCTURE FINISHES
shiny aluminium - matt and glossy lacquered in the Molteni range of colours - copper
GLASS TOP FINISHES
glossy lacquered glass in the Molteni range of colours - etched lacquered glass in the Molteni range of colours
WOODEN TOP FINISHES
eucalyptus - grey oak - graphite oak - light elm - dark elm
MARBLE TOP FINISHES
white Carrara - emperador dark - black marquina - Sahara noir

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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STRUCTURE
Anodised extruded aluminium or painted in colours from the Molteni range.
GLASS TOP
Toughened crystal 8 mm thick, painted in colours from the Molteni range.
WOODEN TOP
MDF panel with external part in anodised sheets aluminium 1 mm thick covered with Oak (Quercus), Elm
(Ulmus rubra) or Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) sliced wood.
LEGS
External folded part made from anodised sheet aluminium 1 mm thick or painted in colours from the Molteni
Range. Internal part aluminium inserts and foam polyurethane. Non-slip plastic foot.
MARBLE TOP
Marble in Range finishes with anti-stain, water-repellent treatments.
Reinforcement support in aluminium sheet 2 mm.

TABLE TOP

LEGS
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DIMENSIONS

square tables
W 1400 D 1400 H 740

W 1600 D 1600 H 740

W 55 1/8” D 55 1/8” H 29 1/8”

W 63” D 63” H 29 1/8”

H 680
26 3/4”
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glass top

marble top

Sahara top

glass top

marble top

Sahara top

DT1V

DT1M

DT1S

DT2V

DT2M

DT2S

rectangular tables
W 2000 D 1000 H 740

W 2500 D 1000 H 740
W 98 3/8” D 39 3/8” H 29 1/8”

W 78 3/4” D 39 3/8” H 29 1/8”

glass top
DT3V

wooden top
DT3E

marble top
DT3M

Sahara top
DT3S

glass top
DT4V

wooden top
DT4E

marble top
DT4M

Sahara top
DT4S

rectangular table
W 2800 D 1100 H 740
W 110 1/4” D 43 1/4” H 29 1/8”

glass top
DT5V

wooden top
DT5E

marble top
DT5M

Sahara top
DT5S
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chalk white

ivory

pearl

silica

sand

platinum

dune

clay

dolomite grey

RUBY

caramel

moka

mustard

cadmium

light blue grey

baltic green

lead

anthracite

black

BRONZE

GREY

lessless red

only matt lacquer

STOPSOL

plaster lacquered
CARTAPAGLIA lacquered
only Gliss Master

etched coloured glass

coloured glass

glossy lacquer

IX.2016

matt lacquer
open GRAIN lacquer

FINISHES
MOLTENI&C
RANGE

FINISHES
MOLTENI&C
RANGE
IX.2016

woods

marbles

metal parts

eucalyptus

white carrara

black chrome

american walnut

RED LAGUNA

shiny aluminium

GRAPHITE OAK

emperador dark

pewter colour

grey oak

black marquina

copper

black oak

SAHARA NOIR

dwell
door frame, track covering profilES
dark elm

anodised aluminium

GRES
light elm

white

cedar

anthracite

The finishes shown are indicative and refer to the entire production range. We recommend that you consult the
“Colour Range” samples which shown the complete range of finishes, including those not shown here. Molteni&C
reserves the right to modify the range without warning.

brown aluminium

